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If you had a magic wand and could transform your practice into the “dream practice”, 
what would it look like? How would the facility look, what technology would you offer? 
What would your team look like? How would you market? What procedure mix would you 
offer?
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My dream practice is an amazing free standing building with 10 operatories.  My practice sits on the corner of a high traffic 
intersection and has an awesome LED sign, so patients are sure to see us!  Each of my operatories is efficiently equipped for both 
doctor and hygiene use.  All operatories have a computer with two monitors, one for the clinician and one for the patients viewing.  
We are pleased to be able to offer cable television and movies to our patients, with headphones if they would like.  Our patients can 
also view their x-rays, patient education videos, before and after photos, and listen to other patient testimonials all from the conve-
nience of the dental chair.

My facility is equipped with digital radiography through the use of sensors and a digital pan machine.  We are also able to easily 
complete same day dentistry due to the mobilized carts we have for many procedures.  The storage system in my practice is top notch, 
everything has a place and everything is in its place.

My dental team has expanded to an associate doctor and three dental hygienists.  All of my dental assistants have completed their 
expanded functions training and have been vital to the increase in our production.  The administrative team couldn’t be better and 
make the perfect first impression when our patients step through the door.

Marketing has been working perfectly.  We have increased our new patients by 20%.  We have added television to our marketing 
mix and that has been great.  We continue to have good success with our radio ads and direct mail piece.  We have increased our total 
number of referrals each month to 52%!  Our website continues to grow as we have added a social media strategy along with videos.  
We have also successfully held our first Dentistry from the Heart and Patient Appreciation Events.  Our monthly newsletter to 
all of our patients is a hit!

I have completed my IV Sedation certification and am currently doing sedation cases at least once a day.  My associate has done 
a wonderful job on increasing production through an increase in Invisalign cases. We have added a Cerec machine to allow sedation 
patients the convenience of not having to return for a seating visit as well.

The best part is that I am now working just 3½ days a week so I can lecture at our local dental school.  This has been a dream 
of mine and now it’s come true!
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